
 Spieker Development Project Excavation and Bedrock Impacts 

 Seven Hills Ranch is rolling terrain that is  formed on bedrock  that is present at or near the 
 surface. 

 The Spieker Development proposal for the Ranch calls for extensive grading that would 
 excavate large volumes of bedrock. It will require thousands of heavy dump truck runs on 
 neighborhood streets over the period of at least a year, and most likely longer, to remove 75,000 
 cubic yards of soil and bedrock. 

 Bedrock excavation requires rock hammers, drum cutters, rock rippers, dozers and/or 
 graders  – all of which generate excessive  noise, dust, air pollution and vibration.  In the case 
 of this development, this activity would often take place very close to existing homes, a school 
 and the adjacent City park. The site would resemble a working quarry, in particular if the 
 excavated bedrock is processed (broken down) on-site for use as fill. An immense amount of fill, 
 150,000 cubic yards, is required for this proposal. 

 Examples of potential excavation methods and impacts (skip ads if they appear at the start of 
 the videos by clicking “Skip Ad” which will appear in the lower right of video after 5 seconds): 
 Drum cutters and mills EK 110 - Limestone Rock Excavation
 Hydraulic hammers (aka Hoe rams) Excavation in hard rock without blasting .
 Rippers Caterpillar D10 ripping rock
 (If the video shorts don’t appear, simply search on YouTube for the excavation methods noted.) 

 To accommodate the proposal’s largest building and its surrounding villas, the western hill would 
 be leveled by cutting up to  28 feet depth  of bedrock, for the maintenance building over  20 feet 
 depth  of bedrock would be cut from the existing hill and the plan calls for recontouring the 
 eastern ridgeline, starting with  removal of the top 11 feet  , again, much of it composed of 
 bedrock. 

 The  Spieker Proposal  minimally addresses the bedrock issues. The Draft EIR discusses 
 bedrock under existing conditions and mitigation measures but concludes that the impact would 
 be "  Less than significant…with mitigation incorporated  ". This is a suspect conclusion given the 
 existing terrain and the amount of landscape reconfiguration required for the proposal. 

 The project’s bedrock disturbance WILL have SIGNIFICANT impact should it go through 
 as proposed. 

 A reminder: Seven Hills Ranch is under County jurisdiction but is adjacent to the City of Walnut 
 Creek’s Heather Farm Park, several Walnut Creek neighborhoods, and the Seven Hills School. 
 Impacts from the project would be felt by Walnut Creek residents, and County residents within 
 Walnut Creek's “Sphere of Influence”. 

 This imagery and elevation data for the above information comes from the USGS – and Spieker 
 project data from the County's website. It is compiled by Charles Clancy - retired GIS analyst 
 who has produced geotechnical and other map graphics for Save Seven Hills Ranch to assist all 
 in understanding the Spieker Development Proposal. 

 See next page for a Bedrock Map of the site. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-ncnxQ3kDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Nvwirtrh5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M88Jfkb3Vns
https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/67952/Spieker-Senior-Continuing-Care-Community-Project-Description-PDF



